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B-1.  Judge for yourself: Take a Measure 
  

Understanding universe is a problem of measurement of 

the content and context of experience.  Abstract thoughts 

as well interpretation of sense experiences require tools 

and template for reasoning that adheres to rules of 

reality. 

 

Curiosity driven searches begin with questions that begin with 

what, when and where.  Meaningful and sensible answers follow 

if the questions relate to the content and context of the concern.  

For example what it is or what is it about is often built into the 

representation of the concern.  Its cognized boundaries may be 

explored with how many, how long, how far, how much, how 

long ago.  Thus conceptual grasp of a concern requires 

multidimensional search of what it is and what it is not with 

questions that begin with:  

what (individual, entity, category, content),  

 where (space distribution),  

 when (time),  

 how large (size),  

 how many (count in numbers),   

 how long ago (history), 

Resulting cognition is reaffirmed by answers to: 

 who says so?  

 why should you trust? 

 what is it good for? 

Resulting representation may be conceptualized with:  

 how does it work?  

 is it always so? 

 how do you know?  

Answers to how so may follow from the observed generalizations, 
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however reasoning alone does not address why questions. The 

underlying mechanisms (relationships, actions and consequences) 

are better addressed with mechanistic why (how does it work) 

rather than the philosophical why (why is it so?). Implicit causality 

is often treated as demonstrable relevance (hetu), whereas Why 

should I care is a subjective concern for self to address.    

Searches that start with why so evolve into teleology at 

best, and “ought to be so” at worse. Doctrinal assumptions and 

dogma of not-testable assumptions include assumed a priori of 

universal, free will, or other invocations of omniscience.  Such un-

testable dead-ends and detours distract opening of human mind.  

 

Images of our concerns and perceptions. All curiosity based 

searches are empirical where a sensible question elicits realistic 

and meaningful answer to address concerns.   It nurture curiosity 

through playful explorations of valid generalizations that take 

stock of what is out there.  The process is at the core of scientific 

methods, and also drives creative processes in arts and literature.  

In such efforts each meaningful question is a bush stroke that 

impacts the final picture. Shared knowledge is the outcome of 

such empirical searches based on operational generalizations.  

Enlightening riddles 

-  What is Matter? - Never Mind. 

        What is Mind? No matter.  (Punch, 1855) 

- I needed a criterion for figuring out not just those things 

that appear to be filled with wonder, but those things that appear 

to be filled with wonder and are real. (Ted Schultz on his 

fascination with environmental biology).  

- The jump from 'how' to 'why' is as unsafe as the jump 

from 'is' to 'ought' (David Hume).  

- Center of an infinite sphere is everywhere and its 

circumference nowhere. (A reference to infinity, 12th Century).  
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Dealing with the numbers.  Reality-based representations require 

interpretation of the observed with certain criteria.  For example, 

shared similarities characterize a class.  Measures (paman) of 

similarity are also used to quantify real and abstract objects.  The 

term upama(n) for a measure by analogy is not unlike the width of 

a finger or the distance between the elbow and the tip of the index 

finger become unit of distance.  Count is the number of entities at 

a given place at a time. Each entity has its bounds whereas both 

space and time are boundless. A class has more than one entity.  

In dealing with reality we express change in count of entities, or 

change in the position of an entity with time.  Along these lines a 

fundamental insight about reality (sat) by Rishabhnath may be 

phrased as: The sum total of counts, matter and information 

remains unchanged during manipulation and change. It holds 

for conservation of reality during manipulation of parts and their 

relations whether it is in mathematics (counts), science (matter 

and energy) or logics (information).   

 

Quantitative skills introduced in Chapters B through F  

 

1.   Significance of countable small and large number of objects is 

usually within grasp of senses, whereas the very large numbers 

may be uncountable, beyond estimate, or even inexpressible.  My 

4 year old grandniece Anusha wondered on my 69th birthday how 

do you put 69 candles on a cake?  It is a real problem that clearly calls 

for another level of representation.  Imagine ways in which 

people solve dilemma of very large counts.  

 

2.  The mid-range (adhastan, literally breast-level) of counts is 

expressed as a series such as the linear numbers (that increase by 

1) are commonly expressed in decimal (10 based) system.  Other 
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counting systems rely on other bases, fractions, power functions, 

moving averages, as well as the (square and cube) root relations. 

Power and nesting relations show that anything beyond the 

bounds of comprehensible still remains expressible as reality. One 

particular illustration of the nested power relation of numbers (in 

Dhavla Volume II) shows that it has 650 digits if written linearly.  

For an appreciation of the large numbers imagine the number of 

possible words that can be generated from the 48 (in Hindi), or 26 

(in English) alphabets, or for that matter with only the four 

alphabets code for genetic information of organisms that ever 

lived.  With permutations and combinations of alphabets, the total 

number of possible words with n characters in English would be 

26n, that is 26x26 two character words, and so on.  Be assured that 

with less than a million English words in usage we have not 

exhausted all the possibilities of the language expression.  In 

practice, an average American does not use more than 400 

different words.  

 

3. A deeper understanding of the properties of 0 as well as of 1 is 

useful.  Both 0 and 1 are very different than the higher integers.  If 

zero is emptiness (nothing), 1 represents a single entity which 

may be a unit for a class.  As unity powers of 1 and roots of 1 have 

a value of 1.  Also any number multiplied or divided by 1 remains 

unchanged.  No other number has such unique properties.  Zero 

or infinity are not typical numbers because they remain the same 

if added to itself.   

 

4.  Orders of magnitude are represented by power or root 

functions (salaka).   Their relationships as length (suuchy, literally 

needle), area (pratar, spread), and volume (ghan, cube) are well 

known. Abstractions of higher dimensionality are mentioned as a 

fourth and higher root. 
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5.  A particularly intriguing term is kalpit vargmul.  The term is 

applied to the square root of a negative quantity, like the 

"imaginary numbers."  In the modern terminology, these are the 

numbers obtained by multiplying any real numbers by the square 

root of -1 (minus one).  

 

 Conventions for numbers facilitate tracking reality as sets. 

The count of tangible entities of a class is the evidential measure 

(davv-paman) of the class – that is the title of Chapter B.   

Questions starting with where, when and how are addressed in 

terms of the count and distribution of entities of matter (davv).  

Counting is useful to characterize the way an observable changes 

with time.   
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B-2.  How to Deal with Many? 
  

 Observable and measurable features of evident reality are 

describable and expressible. In paman, pa prefix refers to 

analytical evidence, and maan is for independent measure of 

entities or events, such as count.  Manak from Prakrit is the unit 

or standard of a measure. Manak is also used for a table of 

standards.  Persian and Arab traders developed as al manak (a 

noun) or almanac in Europe for astronomical tables. 

 A system to express and manipulate large numbers is 

required to access and conceptualize relations of reality.  For 

example, the acceptable bacteria count in a glass of drinkable 

water in US is about one hundred million.  Fortunately, most of 

these bacteria are harmless and healthy human body is normally 

able to deal with such small number of bacteria.  Counts are 

expressed in many different ways: 

(a) The place-based decimal (ten-based) numbering system with 0 

to 9 is commonly used to represent linear sets or sequence in 

increment of one, and it can be done until patience is exhausted.   

Imagine the systems where each number had a different symbol, 

or the system in Roman numerals without a zero. 

(b)  Development of the ten-based Hindu (Indian) numbering 

system builds on the place-based concept which also assigns as 

value to zero.  The digits in large numbers are written from left to 

right as 256 = 200+50+6.  Arabs call the numbering system as the 

Hindu system.  In Arabic the numbers are read from left to right, 

whereas the text is read from right to left. The term Arabic 

numeral in English acknowledge the fact that the numbers came 

to Europe ca 1100 AD through the works of Alberuni (ca 800) who 

re-translated earlier Arabic translations of the Indian works on 

Mathematics and Astronomy.  

(c) Use of numbers to count tangible entities requires units as in: a 
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jogger ate eight bananas during the five mile run at the rate of seven 

minutes a mile.  Units conceptualize standard of measure of matter, 

space or time.  Thus world is conceived in parts, and similar parts 

are counted as sets (class and category) for all real objects 

expressed in real numbers.    

(d) Counts are manipulated as sum, difference, product, fraction, 

powers, matrix, divergent and convergent series. Length, area and 

volume are obtained by arithmetic operations that conceptualize 

change, difference and trends of magnitudes in the context of the 

space.  

(e) Large distances are measured with time-based events to 

emphasize comprehension.  Astronomical measure of distance is 

light year as the distance traveled by light in one year at the rate 

of 186,000 miles per second. It takes 8 minutes for light of Sun to 

reach the surface of the Earth. In other words, the view of Sun 

from the Earth is of what happened 8 minutes ago.   

(f) Actual counts are rarely given. The order of magnitude 

estimates are internally consistent and are logically presented.  

There is no mention of technologies including the ways to carry 

out some of the complex calculations.  

(g) Ability to handle large and small counts of the human 

accessible world (log or lok) follows from the ten-based power 

system for thousands to hundreds of million.  The uncountable 

quantities on the scale of the universe are measured by analogy as 

palyopam and sagaropam.  Such large quantities are clearly 

distinguishable from infinity as in infinitely large or small, or for 

ever.   

Politics of immeasurable.  The immeasurable or uncountable 

connote different degrees of uncertainty but do not distract from 

the underlying reality.  Such attempts to comprehend very large 

and very small are in stark contrast to statements like 'it is so large 

that nobody knows.'  In the Vedic tradition immeasurability is 
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interpreted as maya (Sanskrit) and metron (Greek) are 

etymologically related to the same root that relate to measure. But 

the second syllable in maya relates to the bridge to transcendence. 

 The intended meaning of maya is probably as a model, but it has 

been corrupted to illusion which cannot be described or understood by 

any count. To some such immeasurable is the transcendental 

reality as in "If the doors of perception were cleansed everything 

would appear to man as it is, infinite." (William Blake) 

 

Counts of Measures in Units.  Based on the usage and roots, 

palyopam and sagaropam units by analogy are flexible units to 

conceptualize large counts.  Literally these terms relate to the time 

it takes to empty a pit of known size, or an ocean (sagar) of 

unknown but physically limited size.  Here the idea of emptying a 

pit (assigned space) is like "running out of assigned time."  The 

second root, upam(a), stands for comparison or in relation to a 

measure. Pal is literally a moment in time.  It is also the phoneme 

root for the pit, and also the pan for traditional balance.   

  Operationally, antarmuhurt and palyopam convey the 

sense of time span based on a standard.  Both are more specific 

than "so much water has gone under the bridge."  Such 

expressions appeal to the perception that the internal clock that is 

ticking away is beyond the control of the observer.   Such terms to 

connote long durations are clearly distinguished from the event-

time where an external measure is imposed by the observer.  

From the perspective of an observer, a more explicit term relates 

to the time for the change in half the matter of the prior state 

(ardh-pudgal praman).  Similarly, there is reference to puvvkodi, 

which roughly translates to prior history.  Apparently, the terms 

vas pushatam (varsh-prathktva) seems to refer to a need for going 

into another cycle, as if the current state is not conducive to the 

change.  In the sense of another try the implication is to bring 
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about an upheaval to trigger a change.   

 

Context for the universe.   Worlds of experience are 

conceptualized with objects and concerns within boundless space. 

Distances in this physical universe are expressed rajju that is the 

width of the mid region of the space in which matter is found.  

Imagine a pit of 1 yojan (about 9 miles) diameter packed with 

sheep wool. Based on simple arithmetic of dimension of wool 

fiber it comes to about 1014 (shat-koda-kodi = 102x106x106) fibers in 

the pit.  If each fiber is equal to one yojan, rajju is about 9x 1014 

miles or about 1.4 x 1015 kilometers.    

(a) Rajju as the measuring-rod (unit) for the universe is 

conceptualized for the same reasons as the conception of modern 

astronomical unit of light year. Since light travels 105 kilometers 

per second, or 3.1 x 1012 kilometers per year, a rajju comes to about 

50 light years or the distance over which light would travel in 50 

years. Now we know that the known universe is much large than 

that.  Since it is unlikely to have a boundary, could it be that the 

present universe foes as far light has travelled since the beginning 

of the universe, or big bang about 13.5 billion years ago.  

(b) The area (pratar) of our world (jagat) is approximately one 

square rajju (suchyangul). The volume of this universe 

(jagatshreni) is 1 cubic rajju.  Matter including light is distributed 

up to a distance of 14 rajju that sets the boundary of the imagined 

(kalp) universe or the space to which light has travelled.    

(c) In the ancient conception an eon is divided into an ascending 

(avsarpini) and a descending (uvsarpini) phase.  At present we are 

in the descending phase. How many eons have passed? At least a 

few thousand sagaropam, and this cycle of the material universe is 

virtually without a beginning or end.  For such measures of the 

universe one uses dimensions of the ocean as the pit extended by 

a multiplier and taking larger units of time or distance.  [See 
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Chapter E for further elaborations.  Tables B-1 and B-2 list some of 

the units from the derived literature.] 

 

Consistency versus rationality.  Quantitative conceptual devices 

facilitate a rational comprehension of matter in time and space as 

a rational basis for the order an organization of world-views.  

Such regularities and progression invokes ordered consistency 

and change as the basis for rational reasoning, thought and 

behaviors.    

 Jeevatthan text makes extensive use of reasoning with 

quantitative operators.  The goal of such step-wise fact-based 

elaboration of quantities is to facilitate rule-based manipulation of 

the observed and measured worlds.  As developed in Volume II, 

Jeevathan material is part of the 12th Ang of Mahaveer (550 BCE). 

 Anecdotal evidence credits Rishabhnath (ca. 3000 BCE) for 

teaching his daughters and also the members of his tribe (kul) the 

art of making ornaments, writing poetry, following natural 

grammar, and use of calendar, number count and the Brahmi 

script.  Could this be the beginning of systematic education and 

learning to improve quality of life for self and others?   

 It is not unlikely that the reality-based reasoning to 

express and deal with counts facilitates evolution of shared 

knowledge. Such desire to do something about the human 

condition builds on: All beings have potential, but few try to 

realize it (#A141-3). Format and the content of chapters A to H 

seem to be motivated by the belief that realization of potential 

calls for a rationally consistent approach.    

 

Other features of Jeevatthan text 

 Persian, Arabic, Egyptian, Greek and Roman mathematics 

of ca 500 BCE to 50 CE period was not adequately integrated for 

the development of quantitative expression with conception of 
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thought.  For example:  

(a) Bible places the date for the creation of the world (universe?) 

sometime around 6000 years ago.  The distance to sun is placed a 

few miles above the earth. 

(b) The number of angels that can dance on the head of a pin does not 

enhance grasp of reality. 

(c) Before the Hellenistic Greeks had access to the Sumerian (Iraq) 

astronomical tables from the libraries in Egypt, the Hellenic Greek 

conception of celestial space was that of an inverted bowl studded 

with stars at the same distance.   

(d) Idea of space as emptiness did not evolve in physics until after 

the ether theory was discarded in 1880. Modern cosmology is still 

struggling to represent the idea of space as unbounded and 

unoccupied emptiness. 

(e) It is quite likely that the number based representation for 

mathematics and logic originated in the Ganga valley of India, 

and ten it moved to Punjab and farther West (see Volume II). 

Even after centuries of interactions with Persians and 

Babylonians, the Greeks and Romans never developed concept of 

numbers. Aryan influences, including the Sanskrit grammar of 

Panini of Gandhar (ca. 300 BCE), did not develop until after the 

Persians lost the Punjab colony (ca. 350 BCE).  Such influences did 

not settle in the Ganga valley until about 200 AD.  Arybhatt, 

possibly from this lineage, compiled his manual of astronomy in 

517 AD.  The mathematicians and logicians of the period credit 

Bhadrbahu (ca 350 BCE, Volume II) for many of the insights.     
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Table B-1.  Measures of space and time  

Anant: uncountable and beyond estimate (but not necessarily 

infinite). 

Antarmuhurt:  Duration of a state, as in the lifespan with the 

beginning (pratham samay) and an end (antim samay).  

Asankhat: uncountable but can be estimated. 

Avali: cycle as in turn or succession (family tree) 

Jagat: the conceivable universe. 

Khett:  surface domain. 

Kodi: one million (106). 

Log or lok: accessible domains of the world. 

Palyopam:  Assigned count or time in an episode, such as 

emptying a pit or reservoir (see text). 

Pratar: area by the square relation.  

Puvvkodi:  Less than million. 

Sagaropam:  Similar to palyopam but the pit size is that of an 

ocean (see text). 

Sedhiye: under-world. 

Shreni: volume by the cube relation. 

Sahastr: one thousand. 

Samay: event-time (or the smallest unit of time) 

Sankyat: countable with certainty. 

Shat: one hundred. 

Suchyangul: width or length of a defined linear dimension. 

 

Units of time 

 In the derived literature time is unitized in terms of samay, 

the smallest time. Longer intervals are defined as: 

 Avalika = 256 samay 

 Aanpran or breath = about 7 avalika 

 Stok = 7 aanpran 

 Lav = 7 stok 
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 Muhurt = 10 lav 

 Ahoratr (day) = 30 muhurt 

 Paksh = 15 ahoratr 

 Maas (month) = 2 paksh 

 Ritu (seasons) = 2 maas 

 ayan = 3 ritu 

 Varsh = 2 ayan 

 Yug = 5 varsh 

The largest unit of time is expressed in number of years with 54 

digits!   
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B-3  Take a Measure of Universe 
 

Numerous messages have been sent into space with the 

speed of light.  Since aliens are unlikely to understand 

any of the languages of the earthlings, most messages 

"start with simple mathematical ideas and then build 

complex information about who we are." 

 

Entity count reinforces bounds of cognition. Comparisons based 

on counts are useful to introduce the world in terms of finite 

entities.  Multiplication tables are useful irrespective of the nature 

of what is extrapolated and manipulated, and for what purpose.  

Iterative methods of entity count also enhance perceptions of 

state, property and quality to facilitate content recognition, 

comprehension, analysis, and setting priorities.   

 

Very small and very large of real.  The Jain thinkers tried 

to develop conception and representation of the very large and 

the very small entities.  Fundamentally, if nothing is lack of 

something, nothing real can be truly infinite. As mentioned in 

#A4, attributes of an entity are bounds for its representation as 

particular and also as a class or set within the constraints of the 

space and time.  Nothingness of space accommodates large and 

small objects but always more than nothing (zero) and less than 

infinite. In such measures one is concerned only about the 

occupied space. 

 

Power of successive multiplication:  An ancient anecdote is 

relevant here.  As a reward for discovering the game of chess the 

king of Varanasi granted a wish to the inventor.  After some 

hesitation he asked that for a grain of wheat on the first square, 2 

on the second, 4 on the third, with successive doubling until one 
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reaches the 64th square on the 8x8 matrix of the chess board.  Not 

being a mathematician, the king had not realized that the Royal 

granary would be emptied on the 20th square.  On the 64th square 

alone one would need the 300 years of the current world 

production of wheat.  It is a reality check for those who believe 

that a giant computers or omniscience can track all real time 

behaviors, the short answer is that it is not possible within the 

bounds of reality.  

 It is too bad that king was not a mathematician. He could 

have negotiated that he would put zero grains on the first square, 

and then follow the wishes of the inventor (See B-5).  

  

Reach of the power of successive multiplication or geometric 

progression may be limitless but always remains within the 

bounds of reality.  By raising a finite whole number by powers 

nested in powers results in very large or very small numbers.  

Such expressions give a conceptual handle on what we wish to 

represent and explore.  For example limit estimates are useful 

approximations as in:  Humans learnt to use stone tools within 

the last 1000,000 (million) years; agricultural practices evolved 

only within the last 10,000 years; the tractors, airplane, computers 

and nuclear bomb came into existence during the last 100 years.  

Such approximate time lines provide meaningful grasp of the rate 

of technological changes. Put another way, evolution of organized 

agriculture took the first a million years, then it took about 10,000 

years to arrive at organized societies that built machines and all 

the rest that we know of our ability to use and build better tools.  

Such insights into the process of change can be extrapolated to the 

future developments for an intuitive grasp of human potential.   

 

The roots.  Roots are powers of fractions.  The power of two (as 

square or root) is related to logarithm.  Both provide an 
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understanding of the laws of indices. These sets also obey real 

world behaviors.  For example, the square and cube root relations 

have a basis in the reality of volume, area and length.  A square 

root relates two-dimensions to one, and the cube root relates the 

three dimensions to one.  Root relations systematically generate 

smaller numbers without ever falling into zero.  Roots and powers 

of 1 remain 1.   

Two relations with nested roots show up at several places in 

Jeevatthan.    

 

(a) The first square root multiplied by the second square root is the cube 

of the second square root (#B17, B52). Thus:  

     (a) x ( a) =  (a)2 x  (a)  =  (a)3  

Thus the square root (a) is the square of the second root ( a)2 of 

a number. Thus the product of the square root and the second 

root is the root of the cube of the root.   

(b) The second square root multiplied by the third square root is the cube 

of the third square root:   

     ( a) x (   a) = (  ( a)2 x  ( a)  =  ( a)3  

Here the second square root multiplied by the third square root is 

the root of the cube of the second square root. For large integers 

such relations converge, whereas the nested power relations 

rapidly diverge to large number.  The nested roots express the 

non-zero worlds without ever falling into zero.   

The physical significance of the nested roots relations is 

not obvious.  Could it be an attempt to comprehend 

multidimensionality in relation to length, area and volume?  A 

limitation of the Cartesian convention is that the axes pass 

through zero or the origin or the node with (0,0,0) value. It is 

nothing but the nothingness at which reality is forced to converge. 

On the other hand, nested roots expressed in terms of the square 

and cube relations remain relevant to successively smaller parts of 
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the real one, two and three-dimensional worlds. This is implied or 

the representation of the underworld categories in Jeevatthan.  

Discreteness:  Divisibility is inherent in a set of discrete tangible 

entities that become unit of the set.  Properties of such sets obey 

rules of mathematics that conserve counts. Similarly, complex 

arguments are divided into discrete assertions with a 

demonstrable basis in the facts of reality.  By combining and 

peeling off such atomic statements of assertions or discrete 

concepts logics seek to explore, validate and extend the concept 

boundaries. As mentioned before it is the anguam method to grasp 

complex reality.  Thus choice of parts of suitable class and 

category discern regularities (as in life-cycle) that come to be 

known as the laws of nature.  As deterministic and probabilistic 

reasoning it tracks reality conceived from discrete parts.  It also 

facilitates scrutiny of beliefs, thoughts, and behaviors.    
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B-4.  Measures of Distance and Space 
 

Rational numbers facilitate representation of the observed for 

communication and understanding with conventions based on 

units of measureable standards (maan).  Standard tables (manak) 

are widely used for measuring distance, time, duration and 

frequency of events, specifications, changes in the stock prices, 

intelligence and computation speed.  

 

 Table B-2.  Measures of distance (ca. 100 CE) 

  1 sanhasanhiya = 8 ussanhasanhiya 

  1 uddharenu = 8 sanhasanhiya  

  1 tasarenu = 8 uddharenu 

  1 finger breadth = 8 tesarenu 

  1 pada = 6 finger breadths 

  1 vihatti = 2 pada (the distance from tip of the thumb to the tip of 

the little finger in a stretched palm) 

  1 rayani = 2 vihatti (the distance from the tip of the middle finger 

to the elbow) 

  1 kucchi = 2 rayanis 

  1 danda = 2 kucchis (about 6 feet or 2 meters) 

  1 gauya = 2000 dandas 

  1 yojana = 4 gauyas (about 9 miles) 

  1 rajju = more than 1014 yojan 

 

 Numbers have independent existence, and a convention 

for numbers stands on its own. Units are practical devices that 

connect abstraction of numbers to real objects.  In the table above, 

hierarchy of successive units relies on 2, probably for the ease of 

balancing two equal parts. In virtually all culture measures are 

based on practicality and common availability, although some 

cultures used arbitrary measures such as the distance between the 
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nose and tip of the hand fingers of a king. On the other hand 

finger width is intuitively obvious but it sacrifices precision and 

accuracy.  In the table above the smallest unit (sanhasanhiya) of 

length comes to a fraction of a millionth of a meter (or a micron), 

that is well below the limit of resolution by naked eye.  It is not 

clear how this measure could be with unaided eye.  Quartz lenses 

are mentioned in Nyay Sutr (on this site).      

 
Quantities expressed in numbers can be manipulated with 

operators and relations.  Large and small (natural and real) 

numbers are conveniently expressed with exponents to facilitate 

conceptualization and comprehension of the set and also the 

limit estimates (Chapter H).  Ways to express countable 

(sankhajja) and uncountable (asankhajja) infinite possibilities 

also appear in the derived literature [Lokprakash (1926), and 

also Appendix to a recent translation of Tattvarth Sutr (Tatia, 

1994)].    Note that such representations of infinite sets are the 

basis for representation of existence of discrete entities and 

continuum in modern mathematics as Zermelo-Frankael sets. 

This description does not lead to contradictions, nor can it be 

proven to be correct and complete (cf. Godel). For an excellent 

discussion see Yanofsky, N. S. (2013). The Outer Limits of 

Reason. Cambridge MA, MIT Press. 
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Table B-3.  Operational Measures of Time (in relation to natural 

events) 

Avali: Characteristic time for an event under considerations, it 

may be the time for the change of state.  In the sense of coming-

and-going it would be related to the life-span or cycle of birth and 

death.  The smallest unit of time (avalika) would therefore be the 

time it takes for the smallest entity (say a photon of light) to cross 

the space occupied by an atom. 

Antarmuhurt:  The span of time between the beginning and end 

of an event. 

Ardhpudgal parivartan:  Time to change half the matter or by the 

time half of the matter has changed.  It is analogous to the modern 

usage of the term half-time.  For an ancient analogy, consider a 

tailor tearing a piece of cloth.  Threads at one end will be broken 

first and then the next, and so on.  Since all the threads cannot be 

broken at the same time, the time to bring about half the change is 

defined as the time for the various kinds of transitions. 

Units of time 

1 pulse beat = 4446 avalikas (the smallest avali) 

2 nalika = 1 muhurt 

1 Muhurt = 48 minutes  

1 day (divas)= 30 muhurt 

1 paksh = 15 days (half cycle of moon) 

1 month = 29 days (a full cycle of moon) 

1 year = 364 days (a full cycle of sun) 

1 purvang = 8,400,000 years 

1 purv = 8,400,000 purvang 
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B-5.  What Is "Nothing?" 
 

It is paradox of representation that zero is nothing real 

and that only such a nothing can be infinite.  Put another 

way, zero is the nothingness of the space that serves as a 

null for all manners of orthogonal representations - real 

and imaginary. 

 

What is space? Western conception of the universe in dictionaries 

is in relation to space as place.  Conception of the space as a 

container in which all materials can be placed or housed, such as a 

bowl or room, is inconsistent with intuitive attributes of space as: 

it cannot be divided or broken, is without shape, is continuous, is 

without support, is inactive, is always present, and is virtually 

infinite.  A lack of appreciation of such attributes creates paradox 

such as if the space same as the universe, what lies beyond?  

 Another conception of space (akash) is that it provides a 

place for entities to exist and also continues beyond.  Thus 

universe is confined to a part of the space where entities exist.  In 

this conception space accommodates (avagahan) without being 

divided (avibhag).  Operationally, akash or the space for te material 

of the universe is lok-akash, and what lies beyond is the alok-akash.  

The material universe may have defined boundary of the 

dispersed matter and radiation such as light. Yet the space 

continues well beyond.   

 

Space as the boundless emptiness.  An attribute of akash (space) 

is that it is sufficient on its own.  Even though it is not an entity, it 

is sustainable for its own representation and it also to sustain 

representation of other entities.  Attributes of space include: 

1.  Space is not a state of matter, yet it permeates matter.  It also 

exists and continues in the absence of matter.    
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2.  Space does not have directions.  The three classical dimensions 

come into play with the representation of material entities.  Space 

is thus useful for the expressions and orientation of the matter 

itself and also in relation to other entities. 

3.   Space and time do not interact with each other.  Yet we talk of 

elapsed time or events in relation to changes in material entities in 

space. 

 Matter is accommodated in space without a change.  Space 

does not interact with matter (inactive) and also with time 

(invariant).  Yet it permits changes in the relationship between 

entities.  At least it appears so because we will not know what the 

matter would look like without space, or when space interacts 

with matter.  The time related changes in relations of entities 

account for motion and events, yet space and time as such do not 

change the properties or relations of matter.  In the Newtonian 

idea gravity masses pull towards each other. Counterbalancing 

forces are also at work because the material masses of the 

universe have not collapsed into a lump.  If anything the disorder 

is increasing.  

 

Emptiness for the representation of tangible entities.  For 

conceptual representation we need emptiness of space with 

directions and dimensions.  Such a logic space may be fragmented 

into matrices and filled with vectors. Such discreteness permits 

reductionist representations and minimalist descriptions of 

microscopic structures and properties.  Of course, it is with the 

hope that the parts will remain true to the whole even if their 

relations are severed.  Consider the consequences of the boundless 

emptiness for all manners of representations:  

1.  The space is freed from the limitations of the universe or the 

object of our concerns.  However universe of our concerns is 

confined to its content and context and thus given boundaries for 
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representation.  All of the matter and energy lies within such 

bounds under the influence of parts.   What lies outside such a set 

is not just the absence of a particular set.   

2.  Absence of all other sets is also conceivable in a space. By not 

putting bounds we free the space from the ad hoc.  It also frees us 

to deal with the limits of our choosing with measures and 

comprehension of experienced reality of our concerns through 

independent facts and evidence.   

3.  Mathematical and physical conceptualization of space as 

virtually infinite "nothing" has logical consequence. It permits 

content and context based syllogisms for a defined world to assert 

it is or it exists (asti) on the basis of evidence.  Lack of evidence 

does not necessarily negate the world but it only negates the 

representation.  Absence of positive evidence for it exists is not the 

evidence for it does not exist. Rest is up to our imagination.   
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B-6.  Count of Beings and Duration 
 

Davv (dravya in Sanskrit for matter or substance in English) exists 

in space (akash).  The universe (jag) of our sense experience is 

made up of animate beings (jeev) and inanimate matter (pudgal) as 

discrete entities that change in relation to time (kal) and space.  

The conception of change in entities in relation to space and time 

is also in relation to the observer.  A countable measure of the 

change in a discernible property gives hold on the underlying 

reality. It lets the observer peer behind the doors (anuyog dwaar) 

discernible trends to guide the future. 

 

Three concepts emerge from the perspective of 

Jeevathan.  Consider the question: If a tree fell in forest 

and nobody saw it, did the tree fall.  First, entity count 

and properties of the matter are evidential measures for 

the representation of reality.  Second, the change during 

an event represents a change in the quality or the 

quantity for the change of the form while conserving the 

material balance. Third, the balance may not change, but 

changes in its space and time relations also influence 

perceptions of the observer. It is up to the individual to 

decide if the object or event is of concern for 

representation.   

    *  
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B.  Davv Paman Anuyog Dvaar  

 

 

 

#B1.  Operationally, criteria (anugam) for evidential 

measure (paman) of davv (matter) are applied to 

universals (generalization) and to particulars (in relation 

to a feature or property of the entity). 

     * 

Generalizations for grasp of magnitudes (B2-14) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

#B2.   In general what is the entity count of beings in the 

michha-itthi State I? Their total count is infinite.  

Note: Alternate wording would be: How many beings are there in 

a particular state, or at a particular place? 

#B3.  Their count does not change with time over the 

(avsarpani and utsarpini kal) eons.  

#B4.  They are present in virtually infinite surface (area) 
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domains or worlds (log or lok). 

#B5.  A conceptual grasp (adhigam) of these three 

(#B2-4) considerations (how much, how long, and 

where) forms the evidential measure (paman) of the 

existence (bhav) to elaborate trends and other relations 

of states. 

      * 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

#B6. What is the time span of beings in States II through 

V? Life span (antarmuhurt) of such individuals is a 

fraction of the palyopam.  The entity count for each 

state at any given time is determined by the duration of 
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the state (antarmuhurt).  At any given time: 

#B7.  What is the count of those in State VI?  It is of the 

order of kodi (tens of million?). 

#B8.  What is the count of those in State VII? A 

countable few.  

#B9.  What is the count of those committed to States 

VIII through XI?  Only 1 to 3 enter these states at any 

given time, and the total at any given time is less than 

54. 

#B10.  Their (in States VIII, IX, X and XI) total count 

over a period of time is also countable (i.e. it is finite and 

readily contable).  

    * 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

#B11.  What is the count of the dedicated up to kevali in 

States IX through to XIV? At any time only one, two, or 

three enter these States. The maximum at any given time 
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is 108. 

#B12.  The total number of those who have been in 

these States over a period of time is countable. 

#B13.  What is the count of the sajogkevali in State XIII? 

Only one, two, or three enter the State at any given time, 

and the maximum count at any given time is 108. 

#B14.  The cumulative total count of sajogkevali is of the 

order of one hundred to thousand.  

    * 

In relation to the niray (B15-23) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

#B15.  Operationally, at any given time what is the count 

of the niray beings in State I? Uncountable.    

#B16.  Their count changes only on the time scale of 

(avsarpini and uvsarpini cycles) eons. 
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#B17.  They occupy uncountable layers of their worlds in 

only a very small fraction of the universe, whose surface 

(khett) area is related by the root relations (See the 

power and root relations in essay B-3).  

Note:  In this section of the Dhavala commentary, it is mentioned 

that the number of niray in the underworld is larger than the total 

number of beings in State I.  By other criteria this comes out to be 

a negative number implying that some niray beings are outside 

the fourteen States.  Such allusions to the violation of reality are 

also found elsewhere to describe the imagined entities. I believe 

that Niray refer to the imagined existence in imaginary worlds.   

     * 
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#B18.  What is the count of the niray in States II, III or 

IV? It is in accord with the generalization for the State 

(B6). 

#B19.  The same holds for the niray of the first 

underworld. 

#B20.  What is the count of the niray in State I of the 

second to the seventh underworld?  Uncountable. 

#B21.  They remain in these underworlds for many eons 

and their count does not change over the eons. 

#B22.  The area of the underworlds 2 to 7 is 

uncountable.  The area of each underworld is of the order 

of millions of yojan (yojan = 9 miles).  The width is 

related through the products of the roots.  

Note:  The last line is a possible reference to some unusual or 

imaginary quantity (see also B17 and EssayB-3). 

#B23.  As a generalization, the niray of the underworlds 
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2 to 7 remain in States II through IV for a fraction of 

palyopam. 

    * 

In relation to the tirikkh (B24-39) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

#B24.  Count of tirikkh in States I through V follows from 

the generalization for the States. 

#B25.  What is the count of the five-sensed tirikkh in 

State I?  Uncountable. 

#B26.  Their count changes on the time scale of eons.  

#B27.   Compared to such measures for the dev catgory, 

tirikkh in State I occupy only a small fraction of the 
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domain of their world for a very small fraction of time.   

    * 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

#B28. The count of five-sensed tirikkh in States II 

through V is in accord with the generalization for the 

tirikkh category. 

#B29. What is the count of the five-sensed independent 

tirikkh in State I?  Uncountable. 

#B30. Their count changes only on the time scale of 

eons.  

#B31. Compared to such measures for the dev category, 

the five-sensed independent tirikkh in State I occupy only 

a small fraction of the domain for a very small fraction of 
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the time.   

    * 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

#B32.  The count of tirikkh in States II through V follows 

from the generalization for the State.  

#B33.  What is the count of the five-sensed sexually 

differentiated tirikkh in State I? Uncountable. 

#B34. Their count changes only on the time scale of 

eons. 

#B35.  Compared to such measures for the dev category, 

the five-sensed sexually differentiated tirikkh in State I 

occupy only a small fraction of the domain for a very 

small fraction of the time. 

    * 
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#B36.  The count of tirikkh in States II through V follows 

from the generalization for the States.  

#B37.  What is the count of five-sensed dependent 

tirikkh in State I? Uncountable. 

#B38.  Their count changes only on the time scale of 

eons. 

#B39.  Compared to such measures for the dev category, 

the five-sensed dependent tirikkh in State I occupy only a 

small fraction of the domain for a very small fraction of 

the time. 

    * 
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In relation to the humans (B40-53) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

#B40.  What is the count of humans in State I? 

Uncountable. 

#B41.  Their count changes only on the time scale of 

eons. 

#B42.  They occupy only a small fraction of the surface 

of their world. The surface area of the human accessible 

world is several million miles. The width of this world is 

related to the square root of the area.  

    * 
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#B43.  What is the count of humans in States II through 

V? Countable.   

#B44.  The count of humans in States VI through XIV 

follows from the generalization for the States. 

     * 

 

 

 

 

 

 

#B45.  What is the count of the independent human 

(male in relation to #B48) in State I? It is between the 

sixth and the seventh order of magnitudes, i.e. between 

1million and 10 million. [varg is translated as power to 
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the base ten].  

#B46.  What is the count of such (independent) humans 

in States II through IV? Countable.  

#B47.  The count of independent humans in States V 

through XIV follows from the generalization for the States 

(countable few). 

    * 

 

 

 

 

#B48.  What is the count of women in State I? Between 

the sixth and the seventh order of magnitudes, i.e. 

between 1 and 10 million.   

#B49.  What is the count of women in States II through 

XIV?  Countable few. 

    * 
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#B50.  What is the count of the dependent humans in 

State I? Uncountable.  

#B51.  Their count changes only on the time scale of 

eons.  

#B52.  They occupy a large surface area of their domain 

of uncountable miles.   

Note.  See essay B-3 for the root relations. 

       * 

In relation to the dev (B53-73) 
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#B53.  What is the count of the dev in State I? 

Uncountable.  

#B54.  Their count changes only on the time scale of 

eons.  

#B55.  They occupy area and volume that is 256 times 

the area of the human accessible world.      

#B56.  The count of dev in States II, III or IV follows the 

generalization for the States.  

    * 
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#B57.  What is the count of bhavanvasi dev in State I? 

Uncountable. 

#B58.  Their count changes on the time scale of eons.  

#B59.  They occupy area that is countless times more 

than that occupied by humans.   

Note: See Essay B-3 for the root relations. 

#B60.  The count of the dev in States II, III or IV follows 

the generalization for the State.  

     * 
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#B61.  What is the count of vanvyantar dev in State I? 

Uncountable. 

#B62.  Their count changes on the time scale of eons.  

#B63.  They occupy area (square) of few hundred yojan. 

 Its width is related to the square root of the area.  

#B64.  Counts of such dev in States II, III or IV follow 

the generalizations for the States.  

    * 
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#B65.  The count of celestial dev follows from the 

generalization for the dev catgory.   

#B66.  What is the count of the imagined dev of 

saudharm and eisan in State I? Uncountable.  

#B67.  Their count changes on the time scale of eons.  

#B68.  They occupy area that is countless times larger 

than that is accessible to humans.  

Note.  See the root relations in Essay B-3.  

#B69.   The counts of the imagined dev in States II, III 

or IV follow the generalization for the States.  

     * 
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#B70.  Counts of the imagined dev from sannkumar to 

sadar and sahassar domains is comparable to the count of 

niray of the seventh underworld.  

Note.  It is an imaginary number.  

#B71.   What is the count of vimanvasi (moving celestial) 

dev from anat and panat to nav-gravaiyak in State I 

through IV? They exist for a small fraction of palyopam, 

and individuals persist for antarmuhurt (duration of their 

State).  

Note:  This seems to be in reference to the shooting star and other 

moving celestial objects. 

#B72.  What is the count of anudis to aprajit vimanvasi 

dev in State IV? It is an uncountable fraction of the 
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universe.  Their antarmuhurt is larger than palyopam.  

#B73.   What is the count of the dev of sarvarthsidhi 

(literally translated as "those who have satisfied all 

expectations") and vimanvasi (those who move in the 

celestial space)? Countable. 

    * 

In relation to the senses (B74-86) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

#B74.  Operationally, what is the count of one-sensed 

micro- and macro-form organisms in their dependent and 

independent forms? It is infinite (i.e. far more than just 

uncountable). 

#B75.  Their count changes on the time scale of eons. 

#B76.  They occupy virtually infinite area in many worlds. 

     * 
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#B77.  What is the count of the two-, three- and four-

sensed organisms in their independent and dependent 

forms? Uncountable. 

#B78.  Their count changes on the time scale of eons. 

#B79.  The dependent forms occupy an uncountable 

fraction of the area of their world, whereas the 

independent forms occupy a countable fraction.  

    * 
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#B80.  What is the count of the five-sensed dependent 

and independent  beings in State I? Uncountable. 

#B81.  Their count changes on the time scale of eons. 

#B82.  They occupy an uncountable fraction of the area 

of the world.  Its width is in root relations (Essay B-3).  

    * 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

#B83.  The count of five-sensed independent organisms 

in States II through XIV follows from the generalization 
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for the States. 

#B84.   What is the count of the five-sensed dependent 

organisms? Uncountable.  

#B85.   Their count changes on the time scale of eons. 

#B86.   They occupy only a very small fraction of their 

world.  

    * 

In relation to the body form (B87-102) 
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#B87.  Operationally, what is the count of the one-

sensed organisms in different (over 20, see #A39-41) 

body-forms? Uncountable and in many worlds. 

#B88.    What is the count of independent macro-earth 

forms, macro-water forms, and macro-plant forms of 

organisms? Uncountable. 

#B89.  Their count changes on the time scale of eons. 

#B90.  They occupy only a small fraction of the 

accessible world, whose width is in root relation (B-3)  

    * 
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#B91.  What is the count of the macro-light forms? 

Uncountable and it is virtually in all the three dimensional 

space of the universe related to the cube of the width of 

the universe.  

#B92.  What is the count of macro-air forms? 

Uncountable. 

#B93.  Their count changes on the time scale of eons. 

#B94.  They occupy an uncountable area near the 

surface of their world, that is only a small part of the 

universe. 

Insight:  Note the difference between volume occupied by the 

light forms (#B91) and the area occupied by the air forms (#B94), 

as if air is present near the surface and occupies a smaller fraction 

of the universe that is occupied by the light form. 

    * 
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#B95.  What is the count of the dependent and 

independent macro- and micro-plant forms (a total of 

fourteen subclasses)? Uncountable. 

#B96.  Their count changes on the time scale of eons. 

#B97.  They occupy many different worlds.  

    * 
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#B98.  What is the count of dependent and independent 

crawler forms in State I?  Uncountable.  

#B99.   Their count changes on the time scale of eons. 

#B100.  They occupy a fraction of the surface of their 

world, whose width is related by a root relation (B-3).  

#B101.  Counts of the crawlers in States II through XIV 

follow from the generalization for the State.  

#B102.  Count of the dependent crawler forms follows 

from the section for the five-sensed dependents.   

    * 

In relation to the ability to communicate (B103-

123) 
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#B103.  Operationally, what is the count of those in 

State I and communicate through all the five modes of 

expressions and three modes of utterance? It is only a 

fraction of the total count of dev. 

#B104.  Counts of those in States II, III or IV and 

communicate through the above modes (B103) follows 

from the generalization for the State.  

#B105.  What is the count of those in States V through 

XIII and communicate with words and expressions? 

Countable. 

    * 
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#B106.  What is the count of those in State I with false 

and wishful utterance? Uncountable.  

#B107.  Their count changes on the time scale of eons. 

#B108.  They occupy a small fraction of the surface of 

the world. 

#B109.   Count of the beings in States II through XIV, 

who communicate through utterance alone or mixed with 

other modes, follows from the section on those who 

communicate through expression. 

    *  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

#B110.  Count of the beings in State I who communicate 

with gross changes in the body form (alone or mixed with 
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other modes) follows from the generalization for the State 

(it was one of the consideration for defining the State I).  

#B111.  Count of those in States II through XIII who 

communicate with a change in the body form alone or 

mixed with other changes is the same as in the section 

for those who communicate with a change in expression.  

#B112.  Count of those in State I who communicate with 

a gross change in the form, alone or mixed with other 

modes, follows from the original generalization for the 

State.  

#B113.  Count of such (B112) beings in State II follows 

from the generalization for the State. 

#B114.  What is the count of those in States IV through 

XIII who communicate through gross changes in the body 

form?  Countable.   

Note:  These queries refer back to earlier generalizations. 

    * 
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#B115.  What is the count of those in State I and 

communicate with distorted form?  It is little less (by a 

countable fraction) than the total count of the dev.  

#B116.  What is the count of those in States II, III or IV 

and communicate with gross changes in body form? It is 

uncountable according to the generalization for the State. 

#B117.   What is the count of those in State I who 

communicate with distorted form? It is a fraction of the 

total count of dev.  

#B118.  What is the count of those in States II or IV who 

communicate with distorted form? It is uncountable 

according to the generalizations for the State.  

    * 
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#B119.  What is the count of those in State VI who 

communicate with changes in the internal body form? 

Fifty-four (?). 

#B120.  What is the count of those in State VI who 

communicate with change in the internal body form 

combined with other modes of communication? 

Countable. 

#B121.  What is the count of those in State I who 

communicate through the transitional action (that is 

undergoing change of form? It is virtually infinite 

according to the generalization for the State.   

#B122.  What is the count of those in State II or IV who 

communicate through the transitional action form? It is 

uncountable according to the generalization for the State.  

#B123.  What is the count of those in the sajogkevali 

State XIII who communicate through the transitional 

action form? It is countable.  

    * 

In relation to the pain and pleasure response 

(B124-133) 
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#B124.  Operationally, what is the count of those in 

State I who respond to pain? A few more than the total 

count of the goddesses (the female dev).  

#B125.  The count of those in States II through V and 

respond to pain follows from the generalization for the 

State.  

#B126.  What is the count of those in States V through 

IX and respond to pain? Countable.  

    * 

 

 

 

 

#B127.  What is the count of those in State I who 

respond to pleasure? A few more than the total count of 

the dev (male?). 
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#B128.  What is the count of those in States II through 

IX who respond to pleasure? Their count follows from the 

generalization for the State.  

    * 

 

 

 

 

#B129.  Counts of those in States I through IV with 

ambivalence to pain and pleasure follow from the 

generalization for the State.  

#B130.  What is the count of those in States V to IX with 

ambivalence to pain and pleasure? Countable.  

    * 
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#B131.  What is the count of those who are beyond pain 

and pleasure response? One, two or three who enter the 

States IX or X at any given time, and a maximum of fifty-

four.  

#B132.  Their (historical) cumulative total number is 

countable. 

#B133.   The count of the dedicated (in States X, XI or 

XII) and kevali (XIII or XIV) beyond pain and pleasure 

response follows from the generalization for the State.  

#B134.   The count of Sajogkevali, who are beyond pain 

and pleasure, follows from the generalization for the State 

XIII. 

    ***** 

In relation to the passions (B135-140) 
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#B135.  Operationally, count of those in States I through 

V with four passions (anger, pride, illusion and greed) 

follows from the generalization for the State; i.e., virtually 

all, and uncountable. 

#B136.  What is the count of those in States VI through 

IX with the four passions? Countable.  

#B137.  According to the generalization for the State 

some greed persists in those in State X.  

#B138.  According to the generalization for the State, 

those in State XI are without passions.  

#B139.  According to generalizations, those in States XII 

though XIV are without passion.  

#B140.  According to the above generalization 

sajogkevali do not have passions.  

Note: Implication is based on a set of overlapping assertions.  

    ***** 

In relation to the ability to know (B141-147) 
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#B141.  Operationally, what is the count of those in 

States I or II who lack ability to learn from experience or 

from what they hear? Virtually all such beings have 

disabilities according to the generalization for the State. 

    * 

 

 

 

 

#B142.  What is the count of those in State I who learn 

only in parts (or have partial or selective cognition)? A 

few more than the total count of dev (i.e. very few other). 

#B143.  The count of those in State II with partial 

cognition follows from the generalization for the State. 

    * 
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#B144.  Counts of those in States IV through XII with 

ability to learn from what they practice and from the 

limits of what they experience, hear and know follow from 

generalization for the State; i.e., all of them have at least 

some of these abilities.  

    * 

 

 

 

 

 

 

#B145.  In particular, what is the count of those in 

States VI through XII with ability to learn by extrapolation 

of what they already know? Countable. 

#B146.  What is the count of those in States VI through 

XII who can guess from expressions and infer from 

context? Countable. 

#B147.  According to the generalization for States XIII 

and XIV such abilities follow from valid and complete 

knowledge.   

    ***** 

In relation to the restraints (B148-154) 
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#B148.  Operationally, count of those in States VI 

through XIV with some (but not necessarily all) restraints 

follows from generalization for the State. 

#B149.  Counts of those in States VI through IX with 

restraints to schedule chores and obligations follow from 

generalization for the State.  

#B150.  What is the count of those in States VIII or IX 
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who exercise restraints in travel, movement, and related 

activities? Countable. 

#B151.  What is the count of those in States X, XI or XII 

who exercise subtle restraints in all their activities 

including thoughts? Their count follows from the 

generalization for the State.  

#B152.  The count of those in States XI through XIV with 

restraints on all unscheduled activities follows from the 

generalization for the State (i.e. all). 

    * 

 

 

 

 

#B153.  What is the count of those who are occasionally 

restrained? It is a large countable number according to 

the generalization for the State V. 

#B154.  What is the count of the unrestrained? 

According to the generalization for State IV it is 

uncountable. 

    ***** 

In relation to the ability to recognize patterns 
(B155-161) 
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#B155.  Operationally, what is the count of those in 

State I with eye vision? Uncountable. 

#B156.  Their count changes only on the time scale of 

eons. 

#B157.  They occupy a fraction of the total surface of 

their world. 
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#B158.  The count of those in States II through XII with 

eye vision follows from the generalization for the State.   

#B159.  The counts of those in States I through XII who 

recognize patterns without eye vision follow from the 

generalization for the State. 

#B160.  The counts of those who perceive patterns, and 

recognize limits of what they 'see and experience' follow 

from the section on the ability to learn from limits of what 

they know. 

#B161.  The count of those who recognize complete and 

valid pattern follows from the section on valid and 

complete knowledge.  

    ***** 

 

In relation to the motives (B162-171) 

 

 

#B162.  Operationally, counts of those in States I 

through IV with the darker (black-, blue- and gray) 

motives follow from the generalization for the State. 

    * 
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#B163.  What is the count of those in State I with bright 

motives? It is somewhat more than the total count of the 

celestial dev.  

#B164.  Their counts in States II, III or IV follow from 

the generalization for the State.  

#B165.  What is the count of those in States V or VI with 

bright motives? Countable. 

Insight:   Having bright motives has liabilities of being too 

strongly goal-directed or unchanging.   

    * 
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#B166.  What is the count of those in State I with 

colored (yellow and red) motives? It is a fraction of the 

total count of the five-sensed tirikkh.  

#B167.  Count of those in State II through V with 

colored motives follow from the generalization of the 

State.  

#B168.  What is the count of those in States VI or VII 

with colored motives? Countable few.  

    * 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

#B169.  What is the count of those in States I through V 

with white motives? It is uncountable but a small fraction 

of the total count of entities in the universe.  It remains 

so for eons.  

#B170.  What is the count of those in State VI or VII 

with white motives? Countable. 
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#B171.   The counts of those in States VIII through XIII 

with white motives follow from the generalization for the 

State; they all have white motives.  

    *****  

In relation to potential (B172-173) 

 

 

 

 

#B172.  Operationally, all beings in States I through XIV 

have potential for rational change.  

#B173.  How many of these have not realized their 

potential? It is virtually infinite (all). 

Insight:  This is probably the most remarkable statement about 

the unrealized potential of animate beings!  Note the effect of 

juxtaposition of the opposites in 172 and 173. 

    ***** 

In relation to rationality (B174-184). 
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#B174.  Operationally, the count of those in States IV 

through XIV with degrees of rational consistency follows 

from the generalization for the State.  

#B175.  According to the generalization for State IV the 

unrestrained do not have rational consistency.  

#B176.  What is the count of those in States V through 

XII with rational consistency? Countable.  

#B177.  Rational consistency among those in States IX 

through XIV follows from the generalization for the State 

(i.e. all).   

#B178.  Rational consistency of sajogkevali follows from 

the above generalization and that for the State.  

    * 

 

 

#B179.  Dormant rationality in States II through VI 

follows from the generalization for the State.   

    * 
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#B180.  Chaotic consistency in State IV or V follows from 

the generalization for the State.   

#B181.  What is the count of those in State VI to XI with 

chaotic consistency? Countable.  

#B182.  Count of those in State II with chaotic 

consistency follows from the generalization for the State 

(i.e. almost none). 

#B183.  Count of those in State III with chaotic 

consistency follows from the generalization for the State 

(i.e. almost none).  

#B184.   Count of those in State I with chaotic 

consistency follows from the generalization for the State 

(i.e. none). 

    *****  

In relation to the sensibility (B185-189) 
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#B185.  Operationally, what is the count of those in 

State I with senses? It is comparable to the total count of 

dev.  

Insight:  They all respond to input, however that is not sufficient 

for sensibility.  What matters is how the awareness of the sensory 

inputs is processed into perceptions for desirable outcome. 

#B186. Count of those in States II through XII with 

sensibility follows from the generalization for the State. 

#B187.  What is the count of those without sensibility? It 

is virtually infinite for one reason (or criteria) or other.  

#B188.  Their count does not change through the eons. 

#B189.  Their domain is virtually all worlds. 
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    ***** 

In relation to the ability to internalize (B190-192) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

#B190.  Operationally, beings in States I through XIII 

internalize according to the generalization for the State. 

#B191.  Among those in States I, II, IV or XIII, the 

count of those who do not internalize corresponds to the 

count for those who communicate through the action 

form (see #A177).  

#B192.  Ajogkevali do not internalize as the 

generalization of the State.  

    ****** 
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